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Fitch Affirms Royal FrieslandCampina at 'BBB+'; Stable Outlook
Fitch Ratings - Moscow - 21 September 2018: Fitch Ratings has affirmed Dutch dairy producer Royal
FrieslandCampina NV's (RFC) Long-Term Issuer Default Rating (IDR) and senior unsecured rating at
'BBB+'. The Outlook on IDR is Stable. Fitch has also affirmed RFC's Short-Term IDR at 'F2'.
The rating affirmation and Stable Outlook reflect our expectation that RFC's leverage will fall over 20192021 after exceeding levels compatible with 'BBB+' rating so far in 2018. This is based on our
assumption that RFC will be able to grow sales organically and restore EBITDA margin despite intense
competition in key markets of operations. The ratings also take into account our expectation that the
company will maintain a conservative financial policy and refrain from material M&A transactions until
there is a sustained improvement in its existing business.
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KEY RATING DRIVERS
Inherent Sector Volatility: The dairy market is inherently volatile as raw milk prices and selling prices for
dairy products are largely outside of producers' control. Market volatility leads to instability in both profits
and working capital of dairy companies. RFC's high share of value-added products in its sales helps the
company to achieve greater control over selling prices and stronger profit margins than industry peers
but does not fully isolate the company from high sector risks. Therefore, Fitch expects RFC to adhere to
a more conservative capital structure than similarly-rated peers in the packaged food sector.
Unfavourable Milk Price Developments: In 2H17 and 1H18 RFC's profits were hit by a failure to fully
pass on the increased price of raw milk to selling prices. This applied not only to commoditised products
of the Dairy Essentials division, which is a price-taker on sales and procurement, but also to more valueadded dairy products as it takes time to renegotiate prices in the retail channel. We believe that
divergence between prices for basic dairy products (cheese, butter and milk powder) and raw milk is not
sustainable in the long run and should normalise in 2H18-2019, driving smaller losses in the Dairy
Essentials division (1H18: loss of EUR132 million).
https://www.fitchratings.com/site/pr/10045388
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RFC has developed a number of measures to reduce margin volatility of basic products but we are
cautious to assume any improvements until we see evidence of greater margin stability through
commodity price cycles.
Competitive Pressures: RFC has recently been facing heightened competition in China in addition to
Benelux and Germany, where the market has been tough in the past two years. Furthermore, sales in
Pakistan, which the company entered in December 2016, declined due to local protests against
packaged milk. Fitch believes that RFC's ability to withstand challenges in these markets is critical as
they account for around 50% of the company's sales. Protection of its market position in China (9% of
sales in 2017) is strategically important as the market provides strong growth opportunities and is one of
the most profitable for RFC.
EBITDA to Recover: We project a gradual EBITDA recovery from 2H18 after it fell 23% and 31% yoy in
2017 and 1H18 respectively, with EBITDA margin dropping to 7.7% and 6.9% during the same period
(FY16: 11.0%; 1H17: 9.3%). In 2H18 EBITDA growth will be supported by smaller losses in basic dairy,
while over the longer term we expect the major drivers of profit recovery to be renewed organic growth,
in particular in China, development of sales through foodservice channels and a turnaround in Germany
and Pakistan. We expect targeted EUR150 million cost savings will largely be reinvested into product
innovation and marketing to support the competitiveness of RFC's branded products.
Global Dairy Producer: RFC's rating is supported by the company's market position as the sixth-largest
dairy producer globally with well-recognised brands in the Netherlands and various developing markets.
RFC benefits from a wide range of dairy-based products from commoditised cheese and butter to high
value-added specialised nutrition, including infant formula. We also positively view RFC's geographic
diversification and footprint across emerging markets and especially Asia, where long-term growth
fundamentals are strong.
Diminished Rating Headroom: Rating headroom for RFC has diminished significantly due to operating
under-performance in 2017-2018. We project that in 2018 funds flow from operations (FFO) adjusted net
leverage will exceed 2.5x, which we consider as the highest level compatible with a 'BBB+' rating in the
dairy sector. Nevertheless, today's rating affirmation and Stable Outlook reflect our expectation of that
RFC will deleverage towards 2.3x by 2021. No evidence of improved operating performance or more
aggressive financial policies, eroding the deleveraging path, may lead to a negative rating action.
Cushion from Lower Performance Payments: We expect RFC to pay lower performance premiums in
2018-2020 than over the past four years to cushion a reduction in profits. Performance premium
represents a small part of milk price RFC pays to farmers, which is linked to the company's performance
and is treated by Fitch as a dividend. RFC measures its attractiveness to member farmers by the ability
to offer higher price for agricultural supplies than other cooperatives and we believe that dependence of
performance premiums on net profit aligns the interests of the member farmers with those of RFC's
creditors.
Conservative Financial Policy Assumed: The rating incorporates our expectation that RFC will maintain a
conservative financial policy in terms of cash performance payments, capex and M&A. We expect RFC
to continue to adhere to its historically conservative capital structure, although its internal leverage target
allows the company to incur more debt.
Cooperative Set-up Neutral to Ratings: Fitch assesses RFC's ownership by a cooperative as neutral for
the ratings. We recognise the benefits of a reliable and stable supply of high-quality raw materials from
cooperative members but this is balanced by RFC's obligation to collect and purchase all the milk
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produced by member farmers. Milk supplies in excess of production capacity may lead to an inability to
fully process milk into value-added products. So far, RFC has been able to keep the balance between its
capacity and supplies from member farmers.

DERIVATION SUMMARY
RFC is not fully comparable to other rated peers operating in the dairy market, such as Nestle SA (AA-/
Negative), Fonterra Co-operative Group Limited (A/ Stable) and Land o Lakes Inc. (BBB-/ Stable).
Nestle's credit profile is characterised by lower volatility than RFC's due to the company's substantially
smaller exposure to commoditised products and well-diversified operations across various packaged
food categories and geographies. Furthermore, Nestle's rating reflects the group's strong market position
as the largest food company globally and high profit margins. Similarly to RFC's, Fonterra's operations
are also concentrated on dairy products. Both companies have similar scale and profitability. However,
Fonterra's rating benefits from effective subordination of milk payments to the company's principal and
interest obligations (and other costs), as specified in Fonterra constitution. In contrast to RFC, Land
O'Lakes operates in the animal nutrition and crop inputs segments. RFC is rated higher than Land
O'Lakes due to its higher profitability and operational scale and lower leverage.

KEY ASSUMPTIONS
Fitch's Key Assumptions within our Rating Case for the Issuer
- Restored organic sales growth in value-added products from 2019
- Gradual improvement in EBITDA margin to above 9% in 2021
- Stable profit distribution policy (55% added to equity, 10% distributed to farmers shareholders as fixedmember bonds and 35% distributed as performance premium in cash - accounted as dividends by Fitch)
- Capex at around 4.5% of revenue
- No material M&A in 2018-2019 as Fitch expects RFC to focus on improving organic growth and the
cost structure of its existing business
- EUR300 million M&A spending over 2020-2021

RATING SENSITIVITIES
Developments That May, Individually or Collectively, Lead to Positive Rating Action
- A further increase of scale in profitable and stable businesses, enhancing product and geographic
diversification and reducing the proportion of sales from the more volatile Dairy Essentials division
- Further improvement in product or geographic diversification and/ or leaner cost structure driving
EBITDA margin sustainably above 12% (2017: 7.7%) and FCF margin consistently above 2% (2017:
-2.1%)
- FFO adjusted net leverage below 1.5x (2017: 2.3x)
Developments That May, Individually or Collectively, Lead to Negative Rating Action
- Evidence that the group's earning profile is subject to increased volatility on a sustained basis
- Inability to recover EBITDA margin to 9%
- Negative FCF, in the low single digits of sales, for more than two years driven by weak operating
performance or aggressive financial policies
- FFO adjusted net leverage persistently above 2.5x

LIQUIDITY AND DEBT STRUCTURE
Adequate Liquidity: At end-June 2018 RFC had over EUR1.2 billion of available liquidity, of which
EUR348 million related to Fitch-adjusted readily available cash and a EUR980 million undrawn portion
under the group's EUR1 billion revolving credit facility maturing in 2022. Liquidity was sufficient to cover
short-term debt of EUR726 million.

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT ADJUSTMENTS
https://www.fitchratings.com/site/pr/10045388
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Fitch adjusted end-2017 debt by applying a multiple of 8x the yearly operating lease expense (2017:
EUR66 million).
Fitch excluded from readily available cash the cash held in non-investment-grade countries and applied
a discount of 30% to the cash held in countries that are experiencing high currency volatility. Total cash
excluded amounted to EUR126 million at end-2017.
Fitch adjusted end-2017 debt by deducting EUR25 million to reflect value of debt after the impact of
hedging instruments.
Fitch assigned 100% equity credit to RFC's EUR1,596 million member bonds and EUR295 million
perpetual shareholder loan outstanding at end-2017.
Fitch excluded from its EBITDA calculation the milk price paid to member dairy farmers in the form of
performance premium and issuance of member bonds (2017: EUR142 million). Fitch also excluded net
non-operating non-recurring income and expenses from EBITDA (2017: EUR24 million).
Fitch treated as common dividends the cash part of the performance premium paid out to the member
dairy farmers (2017: EUR185 million).
Fitch treated interest paid to holders of member bonds and certificates as preferred dividends (2017:
EUR44 million, of which EUR37million was interest paid on member bonds). Fitch reclassified interest
paid on certificates from changes in working capital (EUR7 million).
Fitch treated dividends received and dividends paid to minorities as part of operating cash flow (2017:
EUR81 million).
Additional information is available on www.fitchratings.com
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DISCLAIMER
ALL FITCH CREDIT RATINGS ARE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS.
PLEASE READ THESE LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS BY FOLLOWING THIS LINK:
HTTPS://WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM/UNDERSTANDINGCREDITRATINGS
(HTTPS://WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM/UNDERSTANDINGCREDITRATINGS). IN ADDITION, RATING
DEFINITIONS AND THE TERMS OF USE OF SUCH RATINGS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE AGENCY'S
PUBLIC WEB SITE AT WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM (https://www.fitchratings.com/site/home).
PUBLISHED RATINGS, CRITERIA, AND METHODOLOGIES ARE AVAILABLE FROM THIS SITE AT
ALL TIMES. FITCH'S CODE OF CONDUCT, CONFIDENTIALITY, CONFLICTS OF INTEREST,
AFFILIATE FIREWALL, COMPLIANCE, AND OTHER RELEVANT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES ARE
ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THE CODE OF CONDUCT SECTION OF THIS SITE. DIRECTORS AND
SHAREHOLDERS RELEVANT INTERESTS ARE AVAILABLE AT
HTTPS://WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM/SITE/REGULATORY
(https://www.fitchratings.com/site/regulatory). FITCH MAY HAVE PROVIDED ANOTHER PERMISSIBLE
SERVICE TO THE RATED ENTITY OR ITS RELATED THIRD PARTIES. DETAILS OF THIS SERVICE
FOR RATINGS FOR WHICH THE LEAD ANALYST IS BASED IN AN EU-REGISTERED ENTITY CAN
BE FOUND ON THE ENTITY SUMMARY PAGE FOR THIS ISSUER ON THE FITCH WEBSITE.

COPYRIGHT
Copyright © 2018 by Fitch Ratings, Inc., Fitch Ratings Ltd. and its subsidiaries. 33 Whitehall Street, NY,
NY 10004. Telephone: 1-800-753-4824, (212) 908-0500. Fax: (212) 480-4435. Reproduction or
retransmission in whole or in part is prohibited except by permission. All rights reserved. In issuing and
maintaining its ratings and in making other reports (including forecast information), Fitch relies on factual
information it receives from issuers and underwriters and from other sources Fitch believes to be
credible. Fitch conducts a reasonable investigation of the factual information relied upon by it in
accordance with its ratings methodology, and obtains reasonable verification of that information from
independent sources, to the extent such sources are available for a given security or in a given
jurisdiction. The manner of Fitch's factual investigation and the scope of the third-party verification it
obtains will vary depending on the nature of the rated security and its issuer, the requirements and
practices in the jurisdiction in which the rated security is offered and sold and/or the issuer is located, the
availability and nature of relevant public information, access to the management of the issuer and its
advisers, the availability of pre-existing third-party verifications such as audit reports, agreed-upon
procedures letters, appraisals, actuarial reports, engineering reports, legal opinions and other reports
provided by third parties, the availability of independent and competent third- party verification sources
with respect to the particular security or in the particular jurisdiction of the issuer, and a variety of other
factors. Users of Fitch's ratings and reports should understand that neither an enhanced factual
investigation nor any third-party verification can ensure that all of the information Fitch relies on in
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connection with a rating or a report will be accurate and complete. Ultimately, the issuer and its advisers
are responsible for the accuracy of the information they provide to Fitch and to the market in offering
documents and other reports. In issuing its ratings and its reports, Fitch must rely on the work of experts,
including independent auditors with respect to financial statements and attorneys with respect to legal
and tax matters. Further, ratings and forecasts of financial and other information are inherently forwardlooking and embody assumptions and predictions about future events that by their nature cannot be
verified as facts. As a result, despite any verification of current facts, ratings and forecasts can be
affected by future events or conditions that were not anticipated at the time a rating or forecast was
issued or affirmed.
The information in this report is provided "as is" without any representation or warranty of any kind, and
Fitch does not represent or warrant that the report or any of its contents will meet any of the
requirements of a recipient of the report. A Fitch rating is an opinion as to the creditworthiness of a
security. This opinion and reports made by Fitch are based on established criteria and methodologies
that Fitch is continuously evaluating and updating. Therefore, ratings and reports are the collective work
product of Fitch and no individual, or group of individuals, is solely responsible for a rating or a report.
The rating does not address the risk of loss due to risks other than credit risk, unless such risk is
specifically mentioned. Fitch is not engaged in the offer or sale of any security. All Fitch reports have
shared authorship. Individuals identified in a Fitch report were involved in, but are not solely responsible
for, the opinions stated therein. The individuals are named for contact purposes only. A report providing a
Fitch rating is neither a prospectus nor a substitute for the information assembled, verified and presented
to investors by the issuer and its agents in connection with the sale of the securities. Ratings may be
changed or withdrawn at any time for any reason in the sole discretion of Fitch. Fitch does not provide
investment advice of any sort. Ratings are not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any security.
Ratings do not comment on the adequacy of market price, the suitability of any security for a particular
investor, or the tax-exempt nature or taxability of payments made in respect to any security. Fitch
receives fees from issuers, insurers, guarantors, other obligors, and underwriters for rating securities.
Such fees generally vary from US$1,000 to US$750,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent) per
issue. In certain cases, Fitch will rate all or a number of issues issued by a particular issuer, or insured or
guaranteed by a particular insurer or guarantor, for a single annual fee. Such fees are expected to vary
from US$10,000 to US$1,500,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent). The assignment, publication,
or dissemination of a rating by Fitch shall not constitute a consent by Fitch to use its name as an expert
in connection with any registration statement filed under the United States securities laws, the Financial
Services and Markets Act of 2000 of the United Kingdom, or the securities laws of any particular
jurisdiction. Due to the relative efficiency of electronic publishing and distribution, Fitch research may be
available to electronic subscribers up to three days earlier than to print subscribers.
For Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan and South Korea only: Fitch Australia Pty Ltd holds an Australian
financial services license (AFS license no. 337123) which authorizes it to provide credit ratings to
wholesale clients only. Credit ratings information published by Fitch is not intended to be used by
persons who are retail clients within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001
Fitch Ratings, Inc. is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as a Nationally
Recognized Statistical Rating Organization (the "NRSRO"). While certain of the NRSRO's credit rating
subsidiaries are listed on Item 3 of Form NRSRO and as such are authorized to issue credit ratings on
behalf of the NRSRO (see https://www.fitchratings.com/site/regulatory
(https://www.fitchratings.com/site/regulatory)), other credit rating subsidiaries are not listed on Form
NRSRO (the "non-NRSROs") and therefore credit ratings issued by those subsidiaries are not issued on
behalf of the NRSRO. However, non-NRSRO personnel may participate in determining credit ratings
issued by or on behalf of the NRSRO.
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The ratings above were solicited and assigned or maintained at the request of the rated entity/issuer or a
related third party. Any exceptions follow below.

Fitch Updates Terms of Use & Privacy Policy
We have updated our Terms of Use and Privacy Policies which cover all of Fitch Group’s websites. Learn
more (https://www.thefitchgroup.com/site/policies).

Endorsement Policy
Fitch's approach to ratings endorsement so that ratings produced outside the EU may be used by regulated
entities within the EU for regulatory purposes, pursuant to the terms of the EU Regulation with respect to
credit rating agencies, can be found on the EU Regulatory Disclosures
(https://www.fitchratings.com/regulatory) page. The endorsement status of all International ratings is provided
within the entity summary page for each rated entity and in the transaction detail pages for all structured
finance transactions on the Fitch website. These disclosures are updated on a daily basis.
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